Circle Keeper Reflection sheet

After completing a circle it can be helpful to reflect on the process with your co-circle keepers or just with yourself. Here are some prompting questions for that discussion:

1. Was the prep work sufficient?
2. Were all the necessary people present?
3. Were you able to improvise effectively?
4. How did the co-keepers work together?
5. Did the participants feel safe?
6. Is there any lingering conflict that needs to be addressed, and what process will be used (mediation, circle, facilitated meeting, un-facilitated conversation between the parties)?
7. Was the space appropriate?
8. Did you space the timing well? (did you have enough time?)
9. Did the questions asked encourage open, honest and constructive answers?
10. Now that the circle is over, what questions do you think would have been good to ask?
11. What kind of follow up needs to happen?
12. __________________________________
13. __________________________________
14. __________________________________
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